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Abstract. Mirror modes are among the most intense low
frequency plasma wave phenomena observed in the magne-
tosheaths of magnetized planets. They appear as large ampli-
tude non-propagating fluctuations in the magnetic field mag-
nitude and plasma density. These structures are widely ac-
cepted to represent a non-linear stage of the mirror insta-
bility, dominant in plasmas with large ion beta and a sig-
nificant ion temperature anisotropyT⊥/T‖ > 1. It has long
been recognized that the mirror instability both in the linear
and non-linear stage is a kinetic process and that the behav-
ior of resonant particles at small parallel velocities is crucial
for its development and saturation. While the dynamics of
the instability and the effect of trapped particles have been
studied extensively in theoretical models and numerical sim-
ulations, only spurious observations of the trapped ions were
published to date. In this work we used data from the Clus-
ter spacecraft to perform the first detailed experimental study
of ion velocity distribution associated with mirror mode os-
cillations. We show a conclusive evidence for the predicted
cooling of resonant ions at small parallel velocities and heat-
ing of trapped ions at intermediate pitch angles.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetosheath) –
Space plasma physics (Wave-particle interactions)

1 Introduction

Mirror modes are a well known phenomenon occurring in
a variety of space plasmas. Observations of these large
amplitude plasma structures were reported since the early
spacecraft missions from the magnetosheath of the Earth
(Kaufmann et al., 1970). They were later discovered in mag-
netospheres of other planets (Tsurutani et al., 1982), in the
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solar wind (Tsurutani et al., 1992), in cometary tails (Russell
et al., 1987), and more recently also in the heliosheath be-
yond the termination shock (Burlaga et al., 2006).

They are typically observed as large amplitude non-
propagating variations in magnetic field magnitude accom-
panied by an anti-correlated variation plasma pressure. The
shape of the structures ranges from quasi-sinusoidal oscilla-
tions to coherent structures in the form of magnetic peaks
(also called humps) or dips (holes, troughs). For more de-
tails seeSoucek et al.(2008); Génot et al.(2009) and ref-
erences therein. These structures are generally believed to
be generated by mirror instability (Vedenov and Sagdeev,
1958; Hasegawa, 1969) in plasmas with sufficient ion tem-
perature anisotropy. While mirror structures (in particular
the magnetic holes) can exist under mirror-stable conditions
(Soucek et al., 2008; Génot et al., 2009), unstable conditions
must be present at the point of their origin. In the dayside
magnetosheath, if plasmaβ is sufficiently high, mirror struc-
tures are generated behind the bow shock, where the heated
plasma often satisfies the mirror instability threshold condi-
tion β⊥(T⊥/T‖ −1) > 1 (Hasegawa, 1969; Hellinger, 2007).
The mirror structures are very important for the global mag-
netosheath dynamics under highβ conditions: they are re-
sponsible for dissipation of the temperature anisotropy ex-
cess generated at the bow shock, keeping the magnetosheath
plasma in a marginally stable state (Fuselier et al., 1994;
Hellinger et al., 2003).

Since the first theoretical works on mirror instability
(Vedenov and Sagdeev, 1958; Tajiri, 1967), the importance
of kinetic effects in the physics of the process has been rec-
ognized. Specifically, the dynamics of particles with small
parallel velocitiesv‖ resonant with the wave is of critical
importance for the initial linear and quasi-linear develop-
ment of the instability as has been demonstrated by theo-
retical models (Southwood and Kivelson, 1993; Pantellini
and Schwartz, 1995; Hellinger et al., 2009; Pokhotelov et al.,
2008, 2010) and numeric simulations (McKean et al., 1993;
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Fig. 1. Magnetic field and ion data for the studied interval from
Cluster 3. Top: magnetic field (FGM), Center: ion density (CIS
– HIA), Bottom: Perpendicular and Parallel ion temperatures (CIS
– HIA). The vertical dashed lines mark the positions of peaks and
troughs for easier orientation.

Califano et al., 2008). The more complicated problem of
fully non-linear mirror structures has been approached by
phenomenological models of particle behavior (Kivelson and
Southwood, 1996) and numeric simulations (Califano et al.,
2008) which demonstrated the importance of trapped parti-
cles for instability saturation at large amplitudes. The above
studies predict that the trapped resonant particle population
at smallv‖ (pitch angleα close to 90◦) is being significantly
cooled in the early stage of non-linear development of the
instability, reducing its growth rate. On the other hand, non-
resonant ions at intermediate pitch angles are heated as the
instability develops.

A number of experimental works addressed the mirror
modes using in-situ spacecraft data (for reviews seeSchwartz
et al., 1996, and Tsurutani et al., 2011). A large major-
ity of those studies, however, used either no ion measure-
ments or only the measured moments of the distribution
function. While these measurements provide valuable in-
formation on the bulk plasma status, and were sufficient for
many tasks, they do not capture the dynamics of the trapped
particles discussed above. To our knowledge, only two stud-
ies (Leckband et al., 1995; Fazakerley et al., 1995) were
published so far, attempting to resolve these resonant ions
in experimental data with partial success. Their results are
discussed in detail in Sect.4. However, similar pitch angle

dependent modifications of the trapped population were ob-
served in the electron distribution observed by the AMPTE
UKS spacecraft (Chisham et al., 1998).

In this work we use ion and magnetic data from the Clus-
ter spacecraft (Escoubet et al., 2001) to investigate the details
of the ion distribution observed within large amplitude mir-
ror structures. We identify the signatures of both the heating
and cooling of trapped particles inside the troughs as well as
enhancements in particle population at perpendicular pitch
angles around the magnetic peaks.

2 Dataset and data analysis

The features of the distribution associated with mirror struc-
tures are demonstrated on a single interval of data mea-
sured by Cluster on 18 March 2004 between 07:23:30 and
07:26:30 UTC. During this interval, Cluster was in the day-
side magnetosheath and observed large amplitude mirror
structures in the form of a series of magnetic peaks and
troughs. This interval of mirror mode activity was chosen
because Cluster was in burst mode, transmitting full 3-D ion
distributions measured by the CIS instrument (Rème et al.,
1997) at 4-s resolution. Ion data from Cluster 3 are shown
in this article, but the other spacecraft from which CIS-HIA
data were available (Cluster 1) observed very similar fea-
tures.

Magnetic field from the FGM instrument (Balogh et al.,
2001) together with ion density and temperatures from the
HIA sensor of the CIS instrument for the chosen interval
are plotted in Fig.1. In this interval Cluster observed non-
sinusoidal field variations with|B| ranging between 18 nT
and 32 nT and corresponding anti-correlated variations in
ion density characteristic for pressure balanced mirror struc-
tures. The field oscillations demonstrate the so-called bi-
stability, where the field magnitude alternates between two
quasi-stable “states”, one associated with low field mag-
nitude around 20 nT and high ion density up to 22 cm−3,
the other with a high field level (∼30 nT) and lower den-
sity (∼17–19 cm−3) (Erdős and Balogh, 1996). The aver-
age ion flow velocity of magnetosheath plasma during this
interval, measured by the HIA sensor of the CIS instrument
on Cluster 3, wasvf = 120±20 km s−1; plasma ionβ⊥ pa-
rameter varied between 0.9 and 3.5 with a mean value of
µ(β⊥) = 1.8.

The bottom panel of Fig.1 shows an anti-correlation be-
tween magnetic field magnitude and perpendicular ion tem-
perature and to lesser extent also parallel ion temperature.
The respective correlation coefficients for this dataset are:
ρ(|B|,n) = −0.7, ρ(|B|,T⊥) = −0.68, ρ(|B|,T‖) = −0.36.
This increase in overall ion temperature (calculated as a
second order moment of the ion distribution) in areas of
weaker magnetic field has been described in previous stud-
ies (Winterhalter et al., 1995; Balikhin et al., 2010). Later in
this article we discuss the origin of this temperature variation
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and show that particles trapped in magnetic troughs are at
least partly responsible for this effect.

Simple multi-spacecraft analysis was performed in order
to estimate the orientation, velocity and spatial scale of the
structures, using the technique described inHorbury et al.
(2004). The time lags between spacecraft were calculated
by maximizing the inter-spacecraft cross-correlation of mag-
netic field magnitude (at 0.2 s resolution). Assuming pla-
narity of the structure, we calculated a unit vectorn nor-
mal to the planar structure (Eq. 1 ofHorbury et al., 2004),
and the velocity of the structure in the direction ofn in the
spacecraft reference framevn. The analysis yielded a nor-
mal velocity ofvn = 53.8 km s−1 inclined to the plasma flow
velocity at an angle of 60◦. Comparing this number to the
projection of the plasma flow velocity to the normal direction
(vf ·n = 56.7 km s−1) we can verify that the structure is not
propagating with respect to the plasma (within experimental
margins) in agreement with the conclusions ofHorbury et al.
(2004).

The knowledge of the normal direction and velocity allows
to calculate reliably the width of the structures in the nor-
mal direction by converting the temporal duration of the ob-
served signature to a spatial width. For simplicity, we defined
the width of a peak or trough as the distance between points
where the magnetic field magnitude crossed the mean value
of µ(|B|) = 25.4 nT. After multiplication byvn, we obtain
structure widths between 470 km and 1350 km or when ex-
pressed in local ion Larmor radii between 7rL and 30rL (here
we used a local value of Larmor radius for ions with thermal
energy, calculated at a 4-s time resolution from perpendicu-
lar temperature and magnetic field plotted in Fig.1). These
numbers are consistent with typical mirror mode scales pub-
lished in previous studies (Soucek et al., 2008; Horbury and
Lucek, 2009).

Ion distribution function processing

The ion distributions are provided by the Hot Ion Analyzer
(HIA) part of the CIS instrument in the form of particle
counts in 22.5◦

×22.5◦ solid angle bins for 31 logarithmi-
cally spaced energy levels between 6 eV and 29 keV col-
lected over one spin period of four seconds. The HIA instru-
ment does not distinguish between ion species; we therefore
consider all the registered particles as protons neglecting the
possible contribution of He++ ions. In this study we used
the calibrated 3-D distributions in the form of phase space
density (PSD) obtained from the Cluster Active Archive.

When studying the interaction between particles and
electro-magnetic field, one is usually interested in the dis-
tribution function in a reference frame which is not moving
with respect to the plasma. This represents a fundamental
problem for the analysis of spacecraft data measured in the
spacecraft frame of reference when the bulk plasma flow ve-
locity is comparable or larger than the thermal velocities of
the particles of interest. In our case, the plasma flow ve-

locity is vf ≈ 120 km s−1 and the thermal velocity of magne-
tosheath protons corresponding to temperatureT⊥ ∼ 2 MK
is vt ≈ 130 km s−1. As a result, the distribution observed
in spacecraft frame is skewed and some of the thermal ions
are shifted to the low energy range where low particle fluxes
to the sensor result in poor measurements (Paschmann and
Daly, 1998).

To overcome this issue we re-binned the 3-D distributions
to 2-D pitch angle distributions, converting to plasma refer-
ence frame in the process. In the original 3-D CIS data, a
range of energies and a central direction vector of incoming
particles is assigned to each distribution bin. For each bin
we first correct the bin energy for the effect of spacecraft po-
tential by adding the energy lost by the incoming ions due
to the electrostatic field of the spacecraft (the mean space-
craft potential measured by the EFW instrument (Gustafs-
son et al., 1997) for this event was 3.4 V). The energy range
corresponding to the bin is next converted to particle veloc-
ities and these are transformed to the plasma frame by sub-
tracting the bulk plasma flow velocity vector, estimated for
each distribution individually from the corresponding mo-
ment. This transformed distribution is then rebinned to a
two-dimensional grid in pitch angle and energy coordinates,
assuming cylindrical symmetry of the distribution around an
axis parallel with magnetic field direction (gyrotropy). Bins
with one or fewer particles were removed from the integra-
tion. In this way we obtained two-dimensional distributions
with 16 angular bins (11.25◦ wide) and 10 logarithmically
spaced energy bins from 10 eV to 1 keV. A similar procedure
was used previously by for exampleFazakerley et al.(1995).

Figure 2 shows the 2-D distribution averaged over the
entire studied interval in the spacecraft frame (top) and in
the plasma rest frame with bulk velocity subtracted in the
re-binning process (bottom). Clearly, the above procedure
yields a distribution function much more symmetric in the
B-parallel and anti-parallel directions. The spacecraft frame
pitch-angle distribution in the bottom panel is plotted to
demonstrate the magnitude and character of this instrumen-
tal effect and to show that the coordinate transform is indeed
required to obtain meaningful results.

The 2-D (or pitch-angle) distributions throughout this arti-
cle are expressed as cuts of the 3-D distribution in thev‖×v⊥

plane calculated from the full 3-D distribution by assuming
gyrotropy and averaging over the azimuthal angle. The en-
ergy range from 10 eV to 1 keV was chosen because outside
this range, HIA particle counts were too low to allow reli-
able PSD estimates (on the high energy end due to lack of
particles, on the low energy end due to low particle fluxes).

3 Properties of the ion distribution

To identify and describe the fine features of ion distribution,
such as the trapped particles, one needs a reference “back-
ground” distribution function to compare against. While
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Fig. 2. Average re-binned two-dimensional cut of 3-D distributions
for the entire interval. Top: original distribution in spacecraft refer-
ence frame. Bottom: the same distribution after transformation to
plasma rest frame. Distributions are symmetric around vertical axis
(gyrotropy was assumed in the re-binning process).

many theoretical and numerical studies of mirror modes use
a two temperature bi-maxwellian distribution as the basic
model for magnetosheath plasmas, direct spacecraft mea-
surements have shown that this model is rarely applicable to
real world magnetosheath plasmas. Since early spacecraft
observations a suprathermal ion “tail” has been identified
in magnetosheath plasmas (Formisano et al., 1973; Sanders
et al., 1981). The integrated one-dimensional ion distribution
functions presented in these and later studies exhibit an ap-
proximately power law shape above energies of few hundred
eV. Formisano et al.(1973) modelled the distribution func-
tion by kappa distributions, while later studies used fits by a
superposition of two Maxwellian populations (Sanders et al.,
1981; Gosling et al., 1989; Tan et al., 1998). In particular,
Gosling et al.(1989) divide the magnetosheath ions into a
cooler core population of transmitted solar wind ions and a
suprathermal shell with 4–10 times larger temperature and a
fractional density of up to 20 %, composed of ions acceler-
ated at the shock.

We followed this methodology and fitted the pitch-angle
distributions in the plasma frame by a superposition of two
bi-maxwellian distributions (a total of 6 free parameters
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Fig. 3. Fits of the average distributionfA by a double bi-
maxwellian model. Top: relative error of the best fit(fA −fAf )/fAf
for all pitch angle-energy bins (linear color scale). Bottom: cuts of
the average 2-D distributionfA and its double bi-maxwellian fit
fAf for pitch anglesα close to 90◦ and 180◦. For clarity, the paral-
lel cuts are rescaled by a factor of 100. Dashed line shows the best
bi-maxwellian fit (perpendicular cut).

needed to be determined). The fits were performed using the
standard Levenberg-Marquardt method (Press et al., 2007)
with an initial approximation given by two bi-maxwellians
independently fitted to distributions with reduced energy
ranges: one with low energy bins (E ≤ E0) and one with high
energy bins (E > E0) only. To eliminate the effect of an ad-
hoc choice of the initial energy ranges, the energy limitE0
was varied between 50 eV and 300 eV and the best fit was
used.

The above fitting procedure was applied to a mean ion dis-
tribution averaged over the entire 3 min intervalfA(v‖,v⊥)

to obtain a fitted background distributionfAf . The results are
shown in Fig.3. The top panel shows the relative error of the
best fit(fA −fAf )/fAf and the bottom panel the comparison
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Fig. 4. Pitch angle distribution spectrograms integrated in energy (10 eV–1 keV). Top to bottom:(a) magnetic field magnitude.(b) Relative
deviation of measured 2-D distribution from the fitted backgroundfAf (linear color). Overplotted black line is the critical angleαc. (c) Rel-
ative deviation of measured 2-D distribution from the local fitff (linear color).(d) The pitch angle distribution normalized by local fitf/ff
integrated over near-perpendicular pitch angles (black line) and pitch angles nearαc (red line). Rescaled magnetic field magnitude|B| is
overplotted (blue dashed line).

of the mean distribution with the fit for cuts in perpendicular
and parallel directions. The error of the fit is typically un-
der 30 % over the entire energy and pitch-angle range. For
comparison, fits by a simple bi-maxwellian and kappa distri-
butions were tried as well. The best bi-maxwellian fit in the
least square sense is shown in Fig.3 (dashed line), demon-
strating the inapplicability of a bi-maxwellian model to this
case. Consistently with e.g.Formisano et al.(1973), the fit by
kappa distribution (not shown) gives a relatively good agree-
ment, but the double bi-maxwellian model was found to be
superior.

The double bi-maxwellian fit to the mean distribution
yields a cold population with temperaturesTc⊥ = 0.67 MK
(58 eV) and Tc‖ = 0.35 MK (30 eV). The suprathermal
“shell” population represents about 4 % of the total ion
density and its estimated temperatures areTh⊥ = 4.2 MK
(360 eV) andTh‖ = 3.0 MK (260 eV). These results are close
to the values obtained byGosling et al.(1989).

3.1 Trapped particles associated with field oscillations

We can now analyze the variation of the ion distribution by
investigating its deviation from the background fitted distri-
butionfAf . While fAf is not a true background distribution
in the sense of describing unperturbed plasma, it serves well
the purpose of providing a consistent and physically accept-
able background against which local features (in particular
the trapped particles) will stand out.

Figure 4 shows the main result of our analysis. The
panel (b) shows the relative deviation of each measured
pitch-angle distribution function from the fitted background
(f −fAf )/fAf integrated over the entire energy range (10 eV
to 1 keV). A clear pattern is apparent in the plot: inside the
troughs (close to B-field minima), we observe an increased
PSD at intermediate pitch angles 40◦ to 70◦ and symmetri-
cally from 110◦ to 150◦, the ion population at the most per-
pendicular pitch angles close to 90◦ is, on the other hand,
depleted. Close to the maxima of magnetic field, we observe
the opposite effect: there is a mild enhancement in ion PSD
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to field maximum (left) and minimum (right). The distributions
are plotted as relative deviation from the fitted background(f −

fAf )/fAf . The locations where the two measurements were taken
correspond to asterisks in the top panel of Fig.4. The magenta lines
in the second plot indicate the calculated critical pitch angleαc.

at the perpendicular pitch angles (α ≈ 90◦) and a depletion at
the intermediate pitch angles.

Panel (c) shows a similar spectrogram, but in this case
we plot the deviation of the measured distribution from the
best local double bi-maxwellian fitff . The difference from
the previous panel is that in this case each distribution col-
lected over one spacecraft spinf is fitted with a double bi-
maxwellian model and this fitff is used as the reference.
This plot therefore quantifies how well each distribution can

be fitted by a double bi-maxwellian and which pitch angles
contribute most to the discrepancy. In this plot, the same
pattern can be seen, only the increase in PSD at perpen-
dicular pitch angles, associated with field maxima, is more
pronounced. Looking only at panel (b), one could suspect
that this perpendicular particle population enhancement sim-
ply corresponds to an enhancement in the colder core ion
population density inside the troughs. This panel shows that
this population is indeed a non-thermal feature that cannot be
properly modelled by the double bi-maxwellian distribution.

The above pattern resembles closely the signature of
the trapped ion populations predicted from kinetic theory
by Southwood and Kivelson(1993) for the case of lin-
ear mirror instability and in a follow-up paper (Kivelson
and Southwood, 1996) for nonlinear large amplitude mirror
structures.Kivelson and Southwood(1996) propose that par-
ticles with pitch anglesα greater than a critical angleαc (in
the sense of being more perpendicular or closer to 90◦, de-
fined as sin2α > sin2αc = B/Bmax) become trapped inside
the magnetic troughs of the mirror structure and as the mir-
ror wave grows, they gain energy by Fermi acceleration. It
is further proposed that to saturate the growth and to at-
tain marginal stability, the trapped population at perpendicu-
lar pitch angles must be non-adiabatically cooled. To make
a direct comparison, we overplotted the critical pitch an-
gle αc = sin−1(B/Bmax)

1/2 on our pitch angle spectrograms
(black lines in Fig.4). Since all magnetic field maxima are
at almost the same level, for the peak field value we used
a maximum value of|B| over the interval under considera-
tion: Bmax= 32.3 nT. It can be seen that the enhancements
of the ion population inside the troughs are located precisely
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at the pitch angles slightly more perpendicular thanαc (a
direct comparison can be made to Fig. 7 ofKivelson and
Southwood, 1996). More discussion is given in Sect.4.

To demonstrate further the correlation with the magnetic
field, in the bottom panel we integrated the ratio between
the distributionf and a local fitff overα between 75◦ and
105◦ and forα close to the critical angle (betweenαc and
αc+20◦ and analogously for the other pitch angle quadrant).
The two integrated products are plotted in the bottom panel,
clearly confirming the correlation between the magnetic field
magnitude and the variation of the two trapped populations.

An analogous plot for a different mirror mode event ob-
served by Cluster is shown in Fig.5. Here only two pan-
els, corresponding directly to panels (a) and (b) of Fig.4,
are plotted. This plot gives an additional example of the
trapped ion signature, in this case even more pronounced,
due to larger scale of the structures. Similar features were
observed by Cluster for many other intervals, but the proce-
dure described in this paper only produces clean results if the
structures are sufficiently wide and the plasma flow velocity
is relatively low. Only in such cases is the time resolution
of the CIS instrument sufficient to perform several measure-
ments of ion distribution within each peak or trough.

Figure6 gives two examples of pitch angle distributions
plotted again as deviations from the fitted backgroundfAf ,
showing the details of the trapped particles close to magnetic
field minima and maxima. The exact times when these mea-
surements were taken are marked by asterisks in the top panel
of Fig. 4. The features discussed above are clearly seen in
these examples.

To provide the complete picture of the character of ion dis-
tribution function associated with mirror modes, in Fig.7 we
plot the same distributions in the form of the full phase space
density (PSD). In addition to the examples corresponding to a
peak and a trough, we also plot the PSD corresponding to the
fitted average distributionfAf . In the right column are shown
cuts of each distribution at several pitch angles relevant to the
discussion. Comparison of the cuts at perpendicular and in-
termediate (α = 120◦) pitch angles (green and black curves)
reveals a strong enhancement of the distribution at perpen-
dicular pitch angles near the peaks (panel a). However, the
trapped particle population inside the troughs, clearly seen
between the magenta lines in panel (b), is close to isotropic
and the difference between the PSD of the heated particles
(black) and the cooled particles atα ≈ 90◦ (green) is small.
This possibly not self-evident feature has to be interpreted
with reference to the background distribution shown in the
panel (c). In the figure we observe thatf (|v|,α = 90◦) >

f (|v|,120◦), as can be expected for a distribution well de-
scribed by the double bi-maxwellian model and anisotropic
in temperature (T⊥ > T‖). Comparing panels (b) and (c), one
can verify that the population at intermediate pitch angles in
panel (b) is significantly enhanced with respect to the back-
ground distribution, but the corresponding PSD does not nec-
essarily exceed that of the cooled particles atα ≈ 90◦. Even
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Fig. 7. Examples of the full 2-D distributions plotted as phase space
density (without any normalization). The top panels show the ion
distribution measured close to field maximum(a) and minimum(b),
corresponding to those in Fig.6. The bottom panels(c) show the
fitted distributionfAf . The right column shows cuts of the PSD at
selected pitch angles; the respective pitch angles are visualized by
lines of the same color in the corresponding 2-D distributions.

though the original unperturbed ion distribution is unknown
and fAf only provides an approximation, this unperturbed
distribution had to exhibit this kind of temperature anisotropy
T⊥ > T‖ necessary for the mirror instability to develop.

3.2 Energies of trapped particles

One interesting and unexpected property seen in Fig.6 is
the distribution of trapped ion populations in energy. While
the enhanced trapped population at intermediate angles in-
side the magnetic troughs spans over most of the considered
energy range, the enhancement in particles atα ≈ 90◦ is only
seen at lower energies (here below 100 eV).

Next we investigated whether this effect is systematic over
the whole interval under study. In Fig.8 we show the same
normalized integrated pitch angle spectra as in panel (b) of
Fig. 4, only this time the pitch angle distributions were in-
tegrated separately over low energies (10 eV–100 eV) and
higher energies (100 eV–1 keV). The results confirm the ini-
tial impression from Fig.6. The trapped heated particles in-
side the troughs are clearly seen in both panels, while there
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Fig. 8. Pitch angle distribution spectrograms integrated in low (middle panel) and high energy bands (bottom panel). Distributions are plotted
as relative deviation of measured integrated 2-D distribution from the fitted backgroundfAf (linear color scale).

is no trace of the enhancement atα ≈ 90◦ corresponding to
field maxima in the high energy plots.

4 Discussion and conclusions

The results presented in the previous section clearly demon-
strate the presence of distinct populations of trapped ions
inside the magnetic troughs and close to the field maxima.
In the troughs we observed an enhancement at intermediate
pitch angles around and above the critical pitch angleαc and
at the magnetic field maxima we observe an enhancement in
the perpendicular ion populationα ≈ 90◦, primarily at ener-
gies below 100 eV.

Our results experimentally confirm the existence and prop-
erties of trapped ion populations predicted by theory and nu-
merical simulations. When discussing mirror modes, it is im-
portant to make a distinction between small amplitude mir-
ror waves, where the structure has a periodic character and
where linear or quasi-linear theory is applicable, and between
large amplitude non-linear structures (like those studied in
this work), where linear approximations are in general vio-
lated and the field oscillations often have a form of coherent
non-periodic structures.

The case of linear mirror modes has now been relatively
well understood. The importance of trapped particles at
smallv‖ for the development of the instability has first been

recognized bySouthwood and Kivelson(1993) who pre-
dicted the depletion of ions atα ≈ 90◦ inside the magnetic
troughs and the enhancement of this part of distribution near
the peaks. The model is based on the different behavior
of trapped and non-trapped particles and conservation of
magnetic moment (betatron acceleration/deceleration). The
model was later improved byPantellini and Schwartz(1995)
taking into account electric fields induced by warm electrons,
but the essential features regarding trapped ions remained the
same. This effect was later confirmed by quasi-linear theory
and numerical simulations (Califano et al., 2008; Hellinger
et al., 2009; Pokhotelov et al., 2010, and references therein).
Although the predictions are based on approximations as-
suming small amplitude mirror structures and near-threshold
instability, we observed both the enhancement and depletion
of ions in association with nonlinear mirror structures.

The evolved non-linear stage of mirror instability is far
more complex.Kivelson and Southwood(1996) developed
a model of dynamic behavior of particles driven by growing
large amplitude mirror structures. They predict that in this
case, the ions trapped inside magnetic troughs at intermedi-
ate pitch angles can be heated by Fermi acceleration as the
mirror structure grows and the mirror points of the particles
move closer together. In the same manner, the deeply trapped
particles at perpendicular pitch angles will be cooled, since
their mirror points move apart during the development of
the instability and/or due to magnetic moment conservation
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invoked in the linear case. For a more detailed discussion,
see alsoPantellini(1998). As shown in the previous section,
we clearly observe both effects inside the troughs (Fig.4).
This effect was later observed in numerical simulations and
derived (under restrictive assumptions) from quasi-linear the-
ory (Califano et al., 2008).

One effect we observe and which is not addressed by non-
linear theory and simulations is the enhanced ion popula-
tion at α ≈ 90◦ correlated with magnetic peaks, found pri-
marily at low energies. Two explanations of this effect can
be proposed. In the first scenario, the enhancement is ex-
plained by betatron acceleration, the same effect proposed
by Southwood and Kivelson(1993) to create such an en-
hancement in small amplitude growing mirror waves. Here
the particles with very smallv‖ cannot move out of the high
field region fast enough and experience the field enhance-
ment associated with wave growth. Due to conservation of
magnetic momentµ = mv2

⊥
/2B, theirv⊥ is increased. This

interpretation can also explain why the increase is seen only
at low energies. At higher energies, the pitch angle range re-
quired to keep the particles within the high field region for
a sufficiently long time becomes too narrow to be observed.
A simple quantitative estimate of the maximum parallel ve-
locity where we can observe this heating can be obtained as
v‖ ≤ γL‖, whereγ is the growth rate of the instability andL‖

is the B-parallel scale of the structure. Assuming that a typi-
cal scale of the structure in the parallel direction is 1000 km
(Sect.2) and estimating the growth rate of the instability from
observed plasma parameters asγ ≈ 0.02 s−1 (Gary et al.,
1993), we obtain a conditionv‖ ≤ 20 km s−1

≈ 2.1 eV. The
range of pitch angles where betatron heating could occur is
thus between 78◦ and 102◦ for a total ion energy of 50 eV,
while at 500 eV the range is much narrower (86◦–94◦). These
numbers are comparable with what is observed in Fig.6, al-
though the enhancement is observed at a wider range of pitch
angles.

The second interpretation assumes that the particles ob-
served near the peaks are the heated particles trapped inside
the troughs, only they are observed very close to the mirror
point, where their pitch angle is close to 90◦. From the con-
servation of magnetic momentµ we can easily derive that
the particles observed inside the trough very close to the crit-
ical angleαc are shallowly trapped and their mirror points
lie very close to the field maximum. In Fig.4 one observes
that the enhancements inside the troughs are often found at
α ≈ αc (within the resolution of the data). These particles
hence propagate near the field maxima and the enhancements
in perpendicular pitch angles around the peaks and near the
critical angle in the troughs may represent signatures of the
same particle population observed under different conditions.
The two above interpretations are both consistent with the
data and only differ in the mechanism responsible for the
perpendicular heating of these particles, a property which is
difficult to infer from our data and which depends primarily
on the (unknown) characteristic rate of temporal change of

the field intensity. Applying the Occam’s razor principle, the
latter interpretation appears more natural.

The existence and importance of these trapped ions has
been discussed by numerous theoretical and numerical stud-
ies, including those discussed above, but to our knowledge
only a single previously published study (Leckband et al.,
1995) to some extent identified these features in space-
craft data. In this work the authors used ion data from
the AMPTE-UKS satellite and calculated the difference be-
tween mean distributions associated with peaks and troughs
averaged over 20 min of data where small amplitude “lin-
ear” mirror waves were observed. They noted that the dif-
ference is positive for smallv‖ and negative in the rest of
the phase space, consistently with predictions ofSouthwood
and Kivelson(1993). The problem was independently ap-
proached byFazakerley et al.(1995) by direct comparison of
individual ion distributions inside mirror peaks and troughs,
but the authors were unable to find any conclusive signatures
of the trapped particles in the data. A clearer evidence of
the modification of particle distribution by mirror structures
has been published for the case of electrons (Chisham et al.,
1998). While electrons are trapped and heated/cooled in a
manner very similar to ions, their contribution to the dynam-
ics of the instability is much weaker than that of ions.

Further experimental studies exist on the subject, where
trapped particles are discussed, but the observed ion prop-
erties are only analyzed using moments of the distribution:
density, perpendicular and parallel temperatures. Recent
studies (Balikhin et al., 2009, 2010) demonstrate the increase
in plasma temperatures associated with magnetic troughs and
argue that adiabatic invariants are not conserved in this pro-
cess and that trapped particle dynamics needs to be consid-
ered to explain the observations. Our study is consistent with
this qualitative statement: the increase in both temperatures
is also seen in our example and it is at least partly due to the
enhancement in particle populations at intermediate pitch-
angles. Since this increase extends to much higher energies
than the enhancement inα ≈ 90◦ particles at the magnetic
peaks, it dominates the temperature variation in both perpen-
dicular and parallel direction.

In our study we neglected the contribution of He++ ions to
the data and plasma dynamics. Magnetosheath plasma typ-
ically contains a small percentage (nα/np < 5 %) of Helium
ions, but due to the measurement principle of Cluster CIS-
HIA instrument we could not separate these from the proton
population. In our dataset, they are erroneously counted as
protons and may thus contribute to some of the noise and
scatter in the figures. Due to their small relative concentra-
tion, this effect should not change the results significantly.
The CODIF sensor of the CIS instrument could be in princi-
ple used to measure the separate proton and He++ distribu-
tions, but such analysis is very complicated due to low detec-
tor counts and an overlap between proton and He++ channels
(Rème et al., 2001). It has been shown that even such a small
fraction of Helium ions can modify the threshold and growth
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rate of mirror instability (Gary et al., 1993; Hellinger, 2007),
but does not change the dynamics of the mirror instability
qualitatively. The Helium ions could be trapped and heated
in the same way as protons, but probably to a lesser extent
due to their larger Larmor radius. We can thus safely assume
that the results and conclusions of this study are not affected
by the presence of He++ population.

A final remark on the relevance of finite Larmor radius
(FLR) effects should be made at this point. These effects, sig-
nificant when the width of the structure is comparable to the
ion Larmor radius, have been implicated in theoretical stud-
ies as being important for the non-linear saturation of mir-
ror instability (Pokhotelov et al., 2010, 2005, and references
therein). The gyro-radius of particles, depending on their
energy and magnetic field level, is obviously largest deep in-
side the troughs. In our case it reaches maximum values of
rL ≈ 70 km for 100 eV ions andrL ≈ 200 km for 1 keV ions.
Since the narrowest trough in our dataset is about 600 km
wide (according to the multi-spacecraft analysis mentioned
in Sect.2), the Larmor radius of trapped ions at the higher
end of the energy spectrum is smaller, but comparable to the
width of the troughs. This suggests that FLR effects can be
important for the dynamics of fully evolved nonlinear mirror
structures.

In our study we presented the first detailed measurements
of the properties of trapped ions associated with non-linear
magnetosheath mirror structures. Taking advantage of the
superior resolution of Cluster data, we managed to identify
their pitch angle variation dependent on the magnetic field
and to show that both the predicted heating of ions at inter-
mediate pitch angles and the cooling of trapped particles at
smallv‖ occurs inside the troughs of mirror structures.
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